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Episodi Logi

(EL), as des ribed in Chung Hee Hwang and Lenhart K. S hubert's
paper \Episodi Logi : a Situational Logi for Natural Language Pro essing" [Hwang
and S hubert, to appear℄, is a formal theory of natural language semanti s whi h has
an extensive overage of phenomena. The theory has been applied e e tively in various
software implementations of natural language systems.
This paper is not intended to undermine this theoreti al and applied work. It
aims merely to illustrate some problems with the informal intuitions that purport to
explain and justify the formal theory of EL. In parti ular, this paper riti ises the
view that we should think of events as situations (episodes) whi h an be ompletely
hara terised by natural language senten es. I argue that: (1) there are no genuine
natural language examples whi h require it; (2) it results in a loss of expressiveness;
and (3) it leads to problems when giving the logi al form of ausal statements. I suggest
that the motivating example an be dealt with adequately using a (neo-) Davidsonian
approa h.
That these arguments do not undermine the formal theory of EL and its appli ation
in various systems an be seen from the fa t (dis ussed at the end of xII) that the
formal theory appears to make no use of the problemati notions; they only appear in
its informal motivation. In e e t, EL an be seen to provide a neo-Davidsonian theory.
This paper is stru tured as follows: xi introdu es those aspe ts of EL relevant for
the dis ussion; xii presents detailed riti isms; xiii re-appraises the (neo-) Davidsonian
approa h to events, and shows how it an ope with Hwang and S hubert's motivating
example; and xiv makes some on luding remarks.

I
Episodi Logi (EL) is a form of situation logi [Barwise and Perry, 1983℄. Situation logi s give the truth of expressions with respe t to the utteran e ontext and
some partially des ribed state of a airs. Rather than giving the truth onditions of
senten es with respe t to some stati situation, EL uses a notion of time bounded
events or states, referred to as episodes. So, an episode is to be thought of as a situation or an event.1 With EL, in addition to the standard notion of a situation (episode,
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in this ase) supporting a senten e, there is a stronger notion of a senten e ompletely
hara terising an episode. Hwang and S hubert use examples of anaphori referen e
to illustrate the need for this latter notion. A ording to them, any additions to the
ontent of a hara terising utteran e, via meaning postulates for example, hara terises a di erent, although related, episode. To this end, they adopt an information
ordering for episodes independent from a notion of spatial or temporal ontainment.
This ordering on episodes parallels the information ontent of senten es whi h refer,
in some sense, to the same state of a airs. The merits of this proposal are dis ussed
in xii.
Hwang and S hubert laim that EL respe ts Montague's on erns for ompositionality, and that its syntax is more \natural language-like" than other situation logi s.
This shall not be explored here. They suggest that EL di ers from other situation logi s in that it abandons the relational theory of meaning espoused by situation theory
(where the meaning of an utteran e is a relation between the utteran e situation, and
the des ribed situation): in EL senten es are rst mapped into what they all indexi al
logi al form. Expressions in this form are then translated into a non-indexi al form.
Hwang and S hubert suggest that the latter form is easier to use in theorem proving.
In e e t, this de-indexing turns expressions ontaining tense operators into expressions ontaining quanti ed episode variables, and ordering relations between them.
In this way, part of the utteran e situation be omes in orporated into the semanti
representation of utteran es, and so the meaning of a senten e an no longer be taken
to be a relation between the utteran e situation and the des ribed situation.
Hwang and S hubert have the following two operators  and . These hold between
propositions and episodes. The operator  is e e tively a truth operator:
's

whi h means that ' is true in episode s. In situation theory, this is often written as:
s j= '

The operator  supports a stronger notion:
'  s

means that ' is true in s, and no smaller episode supports it. This notion is to apture the idea of minimal suÆ ient auses. Assuming, as Hwang and S hubert do, that
episodes an a t as auses, then we might wish to say that a minimal episode whi h
supports ' may a t as a ause of some onsequen e . A more general episode may
support the truth of '. There is a sense in whi h this general episode auses but it is
the minimal episode whi h supports ' that is the spe i
ause. In EL, the operator
 is introdu ed by natural language senten es (utteran es) and  is generally introdu ed by meaning postulates. Hwang and S hubert go further, and say that in '  s,
' ompletely hara terises s. It is this idea, that propositions (derived from NL) ompletely hara terise auses, whi h will be the entre of riti al attention. They argue
that senten es (and utteran es), must ompletely des ribe events, or episodes|and
thus motivate this ne-grained treatment of events, or episodes|be ause of examples
involving alleged anaphori referen e to events. With the senten es:
John ki ked Pluto.
This aused Pluto to bite John.
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in the ir umstan es where John ki ked Pluto at the same time as yelling at Pluto to
get lost, they laim that \This" refers to the event des ribed by \John ki ked Pluto",
but if anaphori referen e is made to events only partially des ribed by utteran es,
then we might mistakenly laim that \This" ould refer to John's shouting at Pluto.
Later I shall question this analysis, and argue that this example does not support the
idea that:
\[ : : : ℄ the notion of omplete des ription ( hara terization) of a situation, expressed by `', is ru ial for interpreting anaphori referen e to situations and
for representing ausal relationships among situations." [Hwang and S hubert,
to appear, x2, {3℄.

Indeed, I suggest that the idea that senten es should be taken to ompletely des ribe
situations prevents the representation of ausal relationships, as argued by Davidson
[Davidson, 1967a℄, and that a Davidsonian treatment of events [Davidson, 1967b℄
provides all that Hwang and S hubert require in terms of minimal episodes supporting
a senten e.
A nal detail of EL, relevant for the next se tion, on erns the orderings on
episodes. Hwang and S hubert introdu e two su h orderings, v and , whi h are
taken to be \metapredi ates". The rst an be thought of as a part of ordering on
events. If e v e , then e is part of e . Note that e need not be spatio-temporally oextensive with e . Although not done expli itly in EL, it is possible to give the least
upper bound of episodes:
0

0

0

e  e0

su h that:

e v e  e0
e0 v e  e 0
8s(e v s & e0 v s ! e  e0 v s)

along the lines suggested for events [Ba h, 1986, Link, 1987, Krifka, 1986, Hinri hs,
1985℄. The se ond ordering  seems more related to information ordering in situations.
If s  s , then s is less informed but spatio-temporally o-extensive with s . Any
propositions supported by s persist in s . Thus, the signi ants of the ordering  is
dependent upon the notion of : episodes related by  are e e tively manifested in
the same state of a airs, but are hara terised by di erent utteran es.
0

0

0

II
In this se tion I shall present several arguments against Hwang and S hubert's
view that senten es should ompletely hara terise episodes, or events. A nal point
I shall make is that these riti isms do not seem to apply to EL as formalised, in that
the problemati intuition is not aptured by the model for EL.
Hwang and S hubert use the ki king-yelling example to motivate their view of
senten es: if it is true, as they laim, that examples an be onstru ted where referen e is to the minimal episode whi h supports a proposition, then senten es should
be represented in terms of propositions ompletely hara terising episodes. Referen e
to auses (via \this" for example) is then represented by referen e to hara terised
episodes. If we later expand upon an episode, it is a di erent episode, although it may
in some sense be part of the same state of a airs.
There are diÆ ulties with this however: (i) we may wish to elaborate on an episode
without ne essarily then being ommitted to hara terising a di erent episode; (ii)
there are problems with their ki king-yelling example and it appears there are no
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lear examples where we must take senten es to ompletely hara terise episodes; (iii)
philosophi al problems result if we take senten es to ompletely hara terise episodes
whi h then play a role in ause and e e t.
Con erning (i), elaborating an episode : it seems that the notion of episode may
be too ne-grained in the general ase. Taking the referent of su h anaphora to be
minimal episodes des ribed by a previous utteran e means that we annot revise a
previously hara terised episode, just as we annot revise a previous utteran e. In
ombination with their use of `a tions' for resolving VP ellipsis ertain problems of
expressibility arise. If we assert:
John pulled the trigger.
He did it intentionally.
we an surely infer that:
John pulled the trigger intensionally.
However, this example is problemati in EL. Ea h utteran e must des ribe a di erent
episode. As a result, the representation of the on luding senten e annot be inferred
from those of the pre eding senten es. Ignoring additional onstraints on erning the
relationship between the event time and the utteran e time, the senten es are represented roughly as follows:
[PJ  e1 ℄
[[Jje1 ℄D  e2 ℄
[PJ & [Jje3 ℄D  e3 ℄
where [Jje1 ℄ is intended to mean the a tion of John's in episode e1 , and [Jje1 ℄D means
that that a tion was deliberate. Note that be ause of the hara terisation of the \operator" , the episodes e1 ; e2 ; e3 must all be di erent. The third expression annot
be inferred from the rst two, although we an derive [PJ & [Jje1 ℄D  e3 ℄. Thus EL
does not apture what might seem to be an intuitively a eptable inferen e. The only
sense in whi h EL aptures the inferen e is if e1 and e3 are really thought of as the
same event, and  is not an ordering on event like obje ts, but is just an ordering
on partial states (in the informational sense). It may be thought problemati to take
them to be the same episode, as we may use \this" either to refer to the shooting, or
to the fa t that the shooting was deliberate. However, this would be to assume that
all anaphori referen e is to episodes or events. In this ontext note:
\We think [ : : : ℄ that senten es typi ally make available multiple referents for
anaphora, in luding multiple events (or situations), fa ts (or propositions), a tions, and (depending on the synta ti onstru ts used) event types and a tion
types."
[:::℄
\Anaphora resolution [ : : : ℄ often requires extra pro essing." [Hwang and S hubert, p ℄.

Con erning (ii)

whether there are

lear examples whi h demand that senten es

: Hwang and S hubert argue that we annot base a
theory on  for the reasons given in the ki king-yelling example. As this is an important
issue for the purposes of this dis ussion, let me quote extensively from a personal
ommuni ation:
ompletely

hara terise episodes

\Let us just try on e more to reiterate our argument [ : : : ℄. The only other
assumption we make here is that if e auses E , and e0 is obtained from e by
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\adding" further situational information to it (i.e., e is part of e0 in the situation
semilatti e), then e0 also auses E . (In parti ular, if ki king Pluto aused him
to bite John, then ki king Pluto while yelling at him also aused him to bite
John|assuming the yelling-while-ki king did a tually o ur.) To wit:
[[P bite J℄  E ℄
The ausal a ounts for E :
(1)
9e1 ([[J ki k P℄  e1 ℄ & [e1 ause-of E ℄)
versus
(2)
9e2 ([[J yell-at P℄  e2 ℄ & [e2 ause-of E ℄)
These are perfe tly onsistent if situations form a semilatti e; for suppose (1) is
true. Then pi k an e su h that [[J yell-at P℄  e℄ (su h an e exists, by the assumed
s enario). Form e2 = lubfe1 ; eg. But then we still have [[J yell-at P℄  e2 ℄ (via
persisten e) and we also have [e2 ause-of E ℄ sin e e2 now in ludes the (main)
ause of E . [ : : : ℄ Thus (1) and (2) annot be orre t." [Hwang and S hubert,
p ℄.

It is assumed that the ki king and yelling, at some level, o urred in the same situation

e2 . But is the yelling in ident e  e2 ? Although one ould argue that both the yelling

and ki king took pla e in the same pla e and at the same time, in a ner sense they
did not: the manifestation of the yelling was in John's vo al ords and the surrounding
air, whereas the ki king took pla e at the end of John's foot. Putting it di erently,
whilst agreeing that:
\[ : : : ℄ there is a larger more omplex event, that of John's ki king Pluto while
yelling at him." [Hwang and S hubert, p ℄ (Their emphasis).

the question is whether we should take this \larger more omplex event" lubfe1 ; eg
to be the same situation as e1 (or rather, a spatio-temporally o-extensive situation)
with additional information, or a di erent situation, ontaining e1 (more like e1  e).
If it is a di erent situation in this sense, then the ausal relation will presumably not
persist in the more general episode:
\Only teli and unlo ated (eternal) senten es are guaranteed to have persistent
extensions through v ordering." [Hwang and S hubert, to appear, x2℄.

If we try to onstru t an example along the same lines, where two des riptions
learly des ribe spatio-temporally oextensive episodes, then it is not obvious that
we want anaphori referen e to some minimal episode ompletely hara terised by a
senten e. Take the senten es:
John ki ked Pluto [whilst wearing hob-nail boots℄.
This aused Pluto to bite John.
it may be the ase that plain ki king does not bother Pluto, and that it was the ki king
that bothered him, and thus led him to bite John. This might be
evident in the ontinuation:
with hob-nail boots

[why?℄ : : : be ause John was wearing hob-nail boots.
This is perhaps an argument for anaphori referen e to events, but not to the event
ompletely hara terised by a senten e. The question still appears open as to whether
there are any genuine examples of anaphori referen e to events whi h annot be
5

treated by any means other than by assuming that senten es ompletely hara terise
episodes. Indeed, in the light of the next point, it would seem unlikely that there ould
be any.
Con erning (iii), the philosophi al problems of taking senten es to ompletely hara terise events : Mill says that we have not given the ause of a parti ular out ome
until we have given a omplete des ription of it. In part of an argument relevant to
this dis ussion, Davidson says that Mill onfuses (a) referring to a ause and (b) giving suÆ ient information about the ause so that in onjun tion with ausal laws, it
is possible to dedu e the e e t. In parti ular, it is possible to give the logi al form
of ausal statements if we assume senten es partially des ribe events. Of parti ular
relevan e to this dis ussion of EL is the following extra t:
\Mill [ : : : ℄ was wrong in thinking we have not spe i ed the whole ause of an
event when we have not wholly spe i ed it. And there is not, as Mill and others
have maintained, anything ellipti al in the laim that a ertain man's death was
aused by his eating a parti ular dish, even though death resulted only be ause
the man had a parti ular onstitution, a parti ular state of health, and so on.
On the other hand Mill was, I think quite right in saying that `there ertainly is,
amongst the ir umstan es that took pla e, some ombination or other on whi h
death is invariably onsequent : : : the whole of whi h ir umstan es perhaps
onstituted in this parti ular ase the onditions of the phenomenon : : : ' (A
System of Logi , book iii, hap. v, x3.) Mill's riti s are no doubt justi ed in
ontending that we may orre tly give the ause without saying enough about
it to demonstrate that it was suÆ ient; but they share Mill's onfusion if they
think that every deletion from the des ription of an event represents something

." [Davidson, 1967a, xiii, {4℄ (My emphasis).

deleted from that event

In onne tion with this, we may question what it an mean for an episode to be
ompletely hara terised by the negation of a proposition, as allowed in EL. It is
hard to see how something ompletely des ribed by the absen e of its support of a
proposition an play any ausal role.
Davidson's argument an essentially be viewed as in favour of a primitive notion
of events. Events partake in ause-e e t relations, and are partially des ribed by senten es. It is unreasonable to expe t senten es to ompletely spe ify a ause so that
we might verify that it was the ause. Hwang and S hubert would seem to agree that
there should be event-like obje ts whi h partake in ausal relations:
\One of the most important features of situations is that senten es are viewed as
des ribing situations (events, states, eventualities, et .), where these situations
are orrelated with partial as opposed to omplete states of a airs. So onstrued,
situations an be used among other things, as ausal ante edents and onsequents
and as anaphori referents [ : : : ℄" [Hwang and S hubert, to appear, x1, {1℄.

although even in this quote we see a problem in that the des ribed situations themselves (rather than the des riptions) are taken to be partial.
So it would seem that taking senten es to ompletely hara terise episodes (whi h
are themselves partial) prevents the expression of apparently a eptable inferen es;
there do not seem to be examples for whi h it is essential; and it leads to philosophi al
diÆ ulties.
There is perhaps one other issue to explore: whether the ordering  might provide
indire t motivation for taking senten es to ompletely hara terise events. This ordering is on spatio-temporally o-extensive episodes hara terised by senten es. If we
are to reje t the idea that senten es are ompletely hara terised by senten es, then
6

this ordering will ease to have any useful meaning. If there is independent motivation
for keeping this ordering on episodes, then this would support the idea that senten es
ompletely hara terise episodes. Let us look at a Davidsonian-style treatments of
events [Davidson, 1967b℄ to see whether this ordering might play some role in that
theory. Perhaps like EL, if we des ribe the manifestation of an event di erently in a
Davidsonian analysis then we may be des ribing a di erent, although related, event.
Although EL makes no laims to a Davidsonian analysis, we might out of uriosity
wonder whether something like this relationship between the di erent events is aptured by  in EL. The issues involved in this treatment an be summarised as follows:
from an event e des ribed by the senten e \John swam the Channel" we might infer
that there must also be an event e des ribed by \John rossed the Channel". The
question is whether the two events e; e are really the same event, namely, Johns rossing the Channel, by swimming. The Davidsonian argument is that the events may be
distinguished be ause John might have swum qui kly, yet the rossing would be slow.
An event annot be both qui k and slow. This assumes that adverbials modify events,
although this need not be the ase (but it does give a rst-order representation of adverbials). The interdependen e of the two events requires a relationship de ned with
roughly the following meaning:
(i) The two events e; e were simultaneous.
(ii) Event e is suÆ ient for the event e ,
(iii) If e had not been the ase, then e would not have been the ase.
0

0

0

0

0

Assuming that e (or rather, its hara terising senten e) was derived from e by meaning
postulates, then we might like to say e  e . However, EL requires that e's hara terising utteran e is also supported by e . This, in general, is not the relationship between
di erent events with the same manifestation.
In summary, taking senten es to ompletely hara terise episodes does not appear
to have any lear motivating examples; inhibits the expression of some inferen es;
and auses philosophi al diÆ ulties. Further, as the ordering  on episodes does not
appear to improve the expressiveness of the language in a way useful for NL semanti s, it annot be used as indire t motivation for interpreting '   as ' ompletely
hara terises  .
As the intuitions behind the operator  auses diÆ ulties, it seems prudent to
re onsider them. If the notion , as hara terised in EL, need not be used in the
formal semanti s of NL then we might question why we should use a logi with su h
an operator when it is possible to manage without it. If a ertain notion or a ertain
ontology seems appropriate for use in NL semanti s but NL semanti s does not require it then perhaps this is ause to re e t upon our philosophi al intuitions used in
omposing the representation theory.
To lose this riti al se tion, I shall make some remarks on their model for EL, and
some of the axioms. Here we shall see that indeed the model for EL does not make
use of the problemati intuitions. Hwang and S hubert give the following lauses for
the operators ;  [Hwang and S hubert, to appear, x4.3℄:
[ '   ℄ s = 1 only if A tual ([[ ℄ ; s) and [ '℄ [[℄℄ = 1;
= 0 only if Nona tual ([[ ℄ ; s) or [ '℄ [[℄℄ 6= 1;
[ '   ℄ s = 1 only if [ '   ℄ s = 1 and there is no r  [  ℄ su h that [ '℄ r = 1;
= 0 only if [ '   ℄ s = 0 or for some r  [  ℄ su h that [ '℄ r = 1;
0

0

0

For the spe ial ase that s 2 H (i.e., s is an exhaustive situation), these
onditionals (`only if's) be ome bi onditionals (`i 's).
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where A tual (d; s); Nona tual (d; s) mean that situation d is (is not, respe tively) a
feli itous situation with respe t to s.
Intuitively, '   means that ' holds in situation  , ' being a fun tion from possible
situations to truth-values. The expression '   is also understood to be a fun tion
from situations to truth values. It is true (false) only if ' holds in  , and  is \a tual"
in s (' does not holds in  or  is \nona tual" in s, respe tively). Presumably, s is
typi ally the utteran e situation.2 As these rules only be ome bi onditionals when s
is omplete, we an see that the model re e ts their intuitions that partiality lies in
the episode des ribed, not the des ription of the episode. We may question in what
sense an utteran e an ever be said to be omplete. Con erning this note:
\[a omplete episode℄ eh [2 H℄ is des ribable, but not ompletely des ribable".
[Hwang and S hubert, p ℄.

whi h might make it hard to see how the model an e e tively be made to verify the
axiom:
['   ℄ $ ['   ℄ &  9e([e proper-subep-of  ℄ & ['  e℄)
for example [Hwang and S hubert, to appear, x4, Axiom 3℄ unless we abandon the
situation-theoreti view of evaluation, and do not take s to be a situation.
The lauses in the model for  do not follow pre isely the intuitions given by
Hwang and S hubert: all the model requires for the expression '   to be true (for
example) is that '   is true, and there is no smaller episode in  whi h supports '.
There is no formal mention of the idea that  is ompletely spe i ed by ', and that no
other non-equivalent expression an be supported by  . Nor is there any appearan e of
the ordering  in the model. Thus the very aspe ts of EL whi h seem problemati are
not mentioned in the model. Indeed, the model seems more in keeping with the spirit
of a (neo-) Davidsonian treatment of events than the radi al intuitions expressed by
Hwang and S hubert.

III
I shall sket h the essen e of Davidson's approa h, and show that it really does
provide all that is needed to ope with Hwang and S hubert's ki king-yelling example. In a Davidsonian-style analysis, all appropriate basi predi ations are indexed
with an event marker (or a quanti ed event variable) [Davidson, 1967b℄. The atomi
proposition:
p(e; x1 ; : : : ; xn )
means p holds of x1 ; : : : ; xn in event e. This ould be taken to orrespond with:
p(x1 ; : : : ; xn )  e

as there is no smaller event than e whi h supports the predi ation.
When events e; e are ombined where:
0

p(e; x1 ; : : : ; xn )
q (e0 ; x01 ; : : : ; x0m )

then it ould be argued that:
p(e; x1 ; : : : ; xn )  (e  e0 )
2 Although this may not be the ase: why should the the truth of a proposition ' in a situation 
be given in terms of the utteran e situation (remembering that EL abandons the situation-theoreti
relational theory of meaning [Hwang and S hubert, to appear, x1, {2℄)?
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In the yelling-ki king example, used to motivate EL's hara terisation of , we
would have:
bite(E; J; P)
ki k(e1 ; P; J)
yell-at(e2 ; P; J)
There is a larger more general event, onsisting of e1  e2 , but from:
e1 ause-of E

we annot dedu e that e1  e2 ause-of E (unless \ ause-of" means \ ontains the
ause of", rather than \minimal suÆ ient ause") and we ertainly annot infer that
e2 ause-of E (on either reading of \ ause-of").
Using a Davidsonian-like treatment of events, where predi ations an be indexed
by quanti ed event variables, does not have to mean that we have to be restri ted
to a pure, extensional, rst-order predi ate logi , where adverbs, for example, must
be treated as predi ations of events. Presumably EL adopts elements of a situationtheoreti approa h to address issues su h as how to give an a eptable representation
of the propositional attitudes. However, there are other intensional theories whi h an
o er solutions to these problems (su h as Property Theory [Turner, 1992℄, to pi k an
example at random). It is possible to add the Davidsonian treatment of events to su h
a theory. Alternatively, in a situation-theoreti paradigm, the idea that an episode (or
a situation orresponding to some event) an be ompletely hara terised, and that
partiality lies in the situation-as-event itself (rather than in its des ription) must be
abandoned.
A Davidsonian style analysis ould be thought to reate problems for Hwang and
S hubert's \de-indexing" pro ess, where ontext-dependent temporal expressions are
redu ed to expressions involving quanti ed indi es (the episodes). It might seem that
this redu tion requires there to be a unique episode for ea h utteran e, so supporting
the more intensional view of episodes. However, this is not so. That would be to laim
that unique variable names must have unique values. It is interesting to note that the
\de-indexed" expressions have one episode variable for ea h predi ation, as predi ted
by the Davidsonian analysis.
Finally, the partiality of natural language des ription an simply be modelled with
partial des riptions. If we wish to have partiality in the language, then something
along the following lines may be relevant: given sets of propositions s; s , then s  s
i s  s and if p 2 s , then p 2 Thm(s).
0

0

0

0

IV
This dis ussion seems to boil down to Davidson's argument: a theory will fa e
serious problems if it maintains that senten es an ompletely hara terise events.
There seem to be no lear examples whi h motivate this requirement; it prevents
the expression of inferen e whi h present no intuitive problems; and it leads to great
diÆ ulties when onstru ting the logi al form of ausal statements.
If there were no alternatives, then these would be diÆ ulties that would have to
be fa ed up to, but there are alternative intuitions whi h ope well with Hwang and
S hubert's motivating example, and su er none of the problems mentioned.
This ertainly does not mean that the formal theory of EL and implementations
based upon it have to su er from these problemati intuitions, espe ially sin e the
formalisation of EL does not seem to embody them. However, it does mean that the
intuitions underlying EL should be re-appraised.
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To summarise, it seems essential to have a stru ture for events, given in part by v.
In su h an ordering, it is helpful for an analysis of ause and e e t to have a notion of
an episode o ering minimal support to a proposition. It may also be desirable to have
some information ordering on situations, or partial states of a airs, as hara terised
by , where the partiality is a tually in the des ription of the state of a airs. What
does seem lear, however, is that these notions should not be onfused. The notion of
informational equivalen e in situations-as-des ribed is too intensional to also play the
role of equivalen e between events. Events are surely basi , and annot be taken to be
hara terised by senten es without resulting in onsiderable philosophi al diÆ ulties.
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